Dear Possibilitator,

A question is in the air: *What gets in the way of Possibility?*  
Where are all the new and inspiring options to choose from?  
How can you gain the clarity and power to make a real difference?

The list of blocks preventing access to new possibilities is long.
There are blocks inside of you with the brand and purpose of the thoughtware you are using. Does your thoughtware limit you to choosing only from options that are chosen by others around you? To what degree does your thoughtware empower you to consciously use the energy and information of your internal feelings and emotions resources?

There are also blocks between you and external resources of nearly endless intelligence and energy but which you were not prepared to jack-in to, such as Bright Principles, your Archetypal Lineage, the Worthing Healers, or E.C.C.O.

Blocks include your various assumptions, positions, beliefs, conclusions, expectations, judgements, resentments, and stories.

Blocks also include your level of skill using Vacuum Learning, Negotiating Intimacies, making offers, Shifting Identity, Decontaminating your Adult Ego State, repositioning your Point Of Origin, and Going Unreasonable.

Just because you are not aware of a thing, does not mean this thing is not seriously influencing your life.

Sourcing new Possibility rather than being limited to currently available Possibility is a shift of lifestyle. Making that lifestyle shift could begin with relocating your Point Of Origin from being a Consumer, limited to choosing from what already exists, to being an Experimenter creating new options for yourself and others to choose from. You could even do this shift as a Team.

This shift in paradigm is a Secret. As with all Real Secrets, even though it may be spelled out to you right here in the greatest detail, in the simplest and clearest way possible, it will completely pass you by unless have previously Built Matrix of internal experiential distinctions within your Being that is fine-enough to catch and hold the Secret.

Building Matrix is work that only you can do on yourself. We hope your lockdown time is becoming more and more profitable for your Matrix Building work. Let us know if we can do anything to empower you.

Warm wishes from your PM Newsletter Team!

PS: The StartOver.xyz Matrix Point recording platform opens tomorrow:
1 December 2020! There you can create a free account and add your Matrix Points to everyone else's in this global movement to upgrade human thoughtware.
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Upgrading Human Thoughtware.

You receive this email because you wanted to discover what it is like to change your mind. You can change your mind about anything, even about receiving this email. If this is the case, let us know by clicking on the links below.